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Abstract
In this paper we consider the uniqueness problem of the constant mean
curvature spheres in asymptotically flat 3-manifolds. We require the metric
have the form gij = δij +hij with hij = O4(r
−1) and R = O(r−3−τ ), τ > 0 .
We do not require the metric to be close to Schwarzschild metric in any sense
or to satisfy RT conditions. We prove that, when the mass is not 0, stable
CMC spheres that separate a certain compact part from infinity satisfy the
radius pinching estimate r1 ≤ Cr0, which in many cases is critical to prove
the uniqueness of the CMC spheres. As applications of this estimate, we
remove the radius conditions of the uniqueness result in [8] and [1] in some
special cases.
1 Introduction
In Generality Relativity we usually study the asymptotically flat 3-manifolds. It
can be considered as the initial data set of the Einstein Equation. To study the
geometry of such manifolds is interesting and useful. In 1996 Huisken and Yau
proved in [2] that in asymptotically Schwarzschild manifolds with positive mass,
there exists a foliation of strictly stable constant mean curvature(CMC) spheres.
They also used this foliation to define the center of mass of the asymptotically
flat manifolds. The uniqueness of such CMC foliation is a harder problem. If this
CMC foliation is unique, it can be regarded as a canonical object of the asymp-
totically flat end. Actually such CMC foliation is proposed to be the abstract
definition of the center of mass of the asymptotically flat manifolds. Huisken and
Yau proved that for 1/2 < q ≤ 1, stable CMC sphere outside BH−q (0) is unique,
where H is the constant mean curvature of the sphere. In 2002, Jie Qing and
Gang Tian removed this radius condition and proved a sharper uniqueness the-
orem in [6]. They used a scaling invariant integral to detect the positive mass.
To calculate this integral they did blow-down analysis on the constant mean cur-
vature spheres in three different scales and used some technique from harmonic
maps to deal with the intermediate scale. Then in [7], Lan-hsuan Huang consid-
ered the general asymptotically flat manifolds with Regge-Teitelboim condition.
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She proved a similar result as Huisken and Yau. Her uniqueness result also needs
radius condition r1 ≤ C1r
1
a
0 for some a satisfying
5−q
2(2+q) < a ≤ 1 where
r0 = inf{|x|;x ∈ Σ},r1 = sup{|x|;x ∈ Σ}, (1)
where |x| =
√
x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 and Σ is the constant mean curvature sphere. In
[11, 12], Eichmair and Metzger considered the existence and uniqueness of isoperi-
metric surfaces in asymptotically flat manifolds which are C0 asymptotic to
Schwarzschild manifolds (for uniqueness they require more smoothness). However,
their uniqueness result is in the class of isoperimetric surfaces which is stronger
than the class of stable constant mean curvature surfaces. In [16] I studied the
uniqueness problem in (m, k, ε)-AF-RT manifolds which requires the manifolds
to be close to asymptotically Schwarzschild manifolds in some Sobolev space and
under the weaker radius condition log(r1) ≤ Cr1/40 I proved the uniqueness of
the stable CMC spheres outside a certain compact set. Recently Christopher
Nerz announced a result on the existence and the uniqueness of CMC foliation in
asymptotically flat manifolds without RT conditions. The AF manifolds he stud-
ied is C21
2+ε
with non 0 mass. His uniqueness result also requires radius conditions,
i.e. the CMC surfaces lies in the class Aε,ηr (C0, C1). This condition implies
r1(Σ) ≤ Cr0(Σ)
for some C > 0.
In sum, most of the above theorems (expect Qing and Tian’s result) need
certain type of radius condition. r0(Σ) ≥ Cr1(Σ) is stronger than the radius
conditions used in [2] and in [8]. In this paper, we prove that in a large kind of
asymptotically flat manifolds, stable CMC spheres that separate a certain compact
part from infinity will satisfy r1(Σ) ≤ Cr0(Σ) automatically. We don’t need the
manifolds to be close to Schwarzchild and to satisfy RT conditions.
Definition 1. A 3-manifold M with a Riemannian metric g is called C4q,τ -
asymptotically flat with q ∈ (12 , 1] if there is a compact set K ′ ⊂ M such that
M\K ′ is diffeomorphic to R3\B1(0) and in the Euclidean coordinates {xi}3i=1,
the metric takes the form
gij(x) = δij + hij(x)
where hij = O4(r
−q) and the scalar curvature of gij satisfies R = O(r
−3−τ ).
Here, f = Ok(|x|−q) means ∂lf = O(|x|−l−q) for l = 0, · · · , k.
Sometimes we call M\K ′ an asymptotically flat end.
In such C4q,τ -AF manifolds, as the scalar curvature R is integrable, one can
define the mass, see [14].
m = lim
r→∞
1
16π
ˆ
|x|=r
(hij,j − hjj,i)vigdµg,
where vg and dµg are the unit normal vector and volume form with respect to the
metric g. In this paper, we omit the subscript g when we work in metric g and
we will not omit the subscript e when we work in Euclidean metric.
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Let Σ be a constant mean curvature (CMC for short) surface. We say it is
stable if the second variation operator has only non-negative eigenvalues when
restricted to the functions with 0 mean value, i.e.
ˆ
Σ
(|A|2 +Ric(v, v))f2dµ ≤
ˆ
Σ
|∇f |2dµ (2)
holds for function f with
´
Σ fdµ = 0, where A is the second fundamental form,
and Ric(v, v) is the Ricci curvature in the normal direction with respect to the
metric g.
Now let’s state the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 1.1. Let (M, g) be C41,τ -AF with non 0 mass . Then there is a compact
set K˜ ⊂ M and C > 0 such that any stable CMC sphere Σ which separates K˜
from the infinity has
r1(Σ)/r0(Σ) ≤ C
with r0 and r1 defined by (1).
Moreover, for a sequence of stable CMC sphere Σn which separate K
′ from
infinity with
lim
n→∞
r0(Σn) = +∞
we have
lim
n→∞
r0(Σn)/r1(Σn) = 1.
Remark. The condition that “the spheres separate the compact part from infinity”
is necessary as S.Brendle and M.Eichmair proved a non unique result of CMC
sphere without this condition, see [15]. However, it is still unknown (except in
Qing and Tian’s case) that whether a sphere that separates a sufficiently large
compact set from infinity with a particular constant mean curvature is unique .
The stability condition is necessary from technical point of view. In [1], Nerz did
not use stability condition. However, he used the following condition
ˆ
Σ
H2(Σ)dµ− 16π(1− g˙) ≤ C
∗
1
(r′)η
where g˙ is the genus of the surfaces. In the case of spheres, g˙ = 0. This condition
is similar to the conclusion of Lemma 2.2 in this paper which is the consequence
of stability. Actually, this is the only place where we use stability condition.
We can use Theorem 1.1 to remove the radius condition in Huang’s work [8]
in the case of decay rate q = 1. In Huang’s paper, she studied the following kind
of asymptotically flat initial data set.
Definition 2. A three-manifold M with a Riemannian metric g and a two-tensor
K is called an initial data set (IDS) if g and K satisfy the constraint equations
Rg − |K|2g + (trg(K))2 = 16πρ
divg(K)− d(trg(K)) = 8πJ (3)
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where Rg is the scalar curvature of the metric g, trg(K) denotes g
ijKij, ρ is the
observed energy density, and J is the observed momentum density.
Definition 3. We say (M, g,K) is asymptotically flat initial data set (AF-IDS)
at the decay rate q ∈ (12 , 1] if it is an initial data set, and there is a compact subset
K˜ ⊂M such that M \K˜ is diffeomorphic to R3\B1(0) and there exists coordinate
{xi} with respect to which the metric g can be written as
gij(x) = δij + hij(x)
hij(x) = O5(|x|−q) Kij(x) = O1(|x|−1−q)
Also, ρ and J satisfy
ρ(x) = O(|x|−2−2q) J(x) = O(|x|−2−2q)
Here, f = Ok(|x|−q) means ∂lf = O(|x|−l−q) for l = 0, · · · , k.
The RT conditions used by Huang is the following.
Definition 4. We say (M, g,K) is AF-RT-IDS if it is AF-IDS, and g, K satisfy
hoddij (x) = O2(|x|−1−q) Kevenij (x) = O1(|x|−2−q)
Also, ρ and J satisfy
ρodd(x) = O(|x|−3−2q) Jodd(x) = O(|x|−3−2q)
where fodd(x) = f(x)− f(−x) and feven(x) = f(x) + f(−x).
For this kind of AF-RT-IDS , the center of mass C is defined as
Ck =
1
16πm
lim
r→∞
(
ˆ
|x|=r
xk(hij,i − hii,j)vjdµ−
ˆ
|x|=r
(hikv
i − hiivk)dµ). (4)
From [7], we know it is well defined.
In [8], Huang proved that for AF-RT manifold (M, g,K) at the decay rate
q ∈ (12 , 1] with non zero mass, there exists a foliation of CMC spheres in the
exterior region of the manifold. Moreover if the mass is positive each CMC surface
is strictly stable. Under some radius condition Huang also proved the uniqueness
of the foliation. Namely
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Huang’s uniqueness theorem: Assume (M, g,K) is AF-RT-IDS at the decay
rate q ∈ (12 , 1] and m > 0. Then there exists some σ1 so that if Σ has the following
properties,
1. Σ is topologically a sphere,
2. Σ has constant mean curvature H = HΣR for some R ≥ σ1,
3. Σ is stable,
4. r0 ≥ H(Σ)−a or r1 ≤ C1r1/a0 for some a satisfying 5−q2(2+q) < a ≤ 1,
then Σ is one of the CMC surface constructed by Huang’s existence result.
The most interesting case in general relativity is when the decay rate q = 1.
In this case we know the condition of Huang means r1 ≤ C1r1/a0 for 2/3 < a ≤ 1.
This is the same constraint condition as indicated in [4]. From Theorem 1.1 we
can remove the radius condition in the case of q = 1. We have
Corollary 1.2. Suppose (M, g,K) is an AF-RT-IDS manifold at the decay rate
1 with positive mass. Then there exists a compact set K˜, such that for any H > 0
sufficiently small, there is only one stable sphere with constant mean curvature H
that separates infinity from K˜.
This corollary follows from Theorem 1.1 and Huang’s uniqueness theorem.
Nerz studied the existence and uniqueness of CMC foliation in C21
2+ε
-AF man-
ifolds without RT conditions in [1]. See Theorem 3.1 Theorem 3.2 and Theorem
3.3 in [1] for details of these results. The method in this paper also applies to
certain cases in his setting. Namely, in C41 -AF manifolds, we can improve the
uniqueness result of Nerz.
Nerz’s Theorem Let (M, g) be C21
2+ε
-AF manifold with non 0 mass. Then
there is a constant σ0, a compact set Kˆ ⊂M and a diffeomorphism
Φ¯ : (σ0,+∞)× S2 →M\Kˆ
such that each sphere
Σσ = Φ¯(σ × S2)
has constant mean curvature H = 2σ . Each sphere is stable if and only if m > 0.
Moreover, when m 6= 0, all hypersurfaces Σ ⊂ A ε,ηr′ (C∗0 , C∗1 ), C∗0 ∈ [0, 1) with
constant mean curvature H = 2σ , σ ≥ σ0 coincide. Here A ε,ηr′ (C∗0 , C∗1 ) means the
set of closed oriented genus g˙ hypersurfaces Σ with
|~z| ≤ C∗0 r′ +C∗1 r′1−η, r′4+η ≤ min
Σ
|x¯|5+2ε,
ˆ
Σ
H2(Σ)dµ− 16π(1− g˙) ≤ C
∗
1
(r′)η
(5)
where r′ =
√
|Σ|
4pi and ~z =
ffl
Σ
xidµe is the Euclidean center of the surface Σ. 
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If Σ is a standard sphere in R3, r′ is the radius of the sphere. In the case of
CMC sphere in AF manifolds, this is also true roughly. So in this case
|~z| ≤ C∗0 r′ + C∗1 r′1−η, C∗0 ∈ [0, 1)
means the outer radius r1 and inner radius r0 satisfies r1 ≤ Cr0.
From Theorem 1.1, we can get
Corollary 1.3. Let (M, g) be C41,τ -AF manifold, with m > 0, then there exists
a compact set K˜ such that any stable sphere that separates K˜ from infinity with
constant mean curvature belongs to {Σσ|σ ≥ σ0} constructed by Nerz.
Now we sketch the proof of the paper and state the main contributions of
us. In the proof of the uniqueness, one central step is to calculate the following
integral on the stable CMC sphere
ˆ
Σ
(H −He) < ve, b > dµe (6)
where H and He are mean curvature in the metric g and the Euclidean metric
and ve is unit normal vector in Euclidean metric and b is a constant vector to be
chosen. See [2, 6, 16] for different methods to calculate this integral. When the
radius pinching estimate r1 ≤ Cr0 fails to hold, one want to relate this integral
to the mass. To calculate this integral, first one need do a priori estimates for
Σ, so that we have a good domain. We carry out Qing and Tian’s method in
the general metrics. In Section 2 and Section 3, we do curvature estimates and
blow down analysis. We only require the manifolds to be C4q,τ -AF. In Section 4,
we use harmonic map techniques to analyze the intermediate part where we start
to require the metric to be C41,τ -AF. We improve Qing and Tian’s estimates on
the second fundamental form in Lemma 4.8. The most hard point is to analyze
the expression of (6). In the case of asymptotically Schwarzschild manifolds, one
can reduce (6) to explicit form to calculate, see [6]. I used harmonic coordinates
to reduce (6) to explicit form in [16]. Actually, the metric needs to be close to
Schwarzschild in certain sense when doing so. When the metric is only C41,τ -AF,
it is impossible to reduce it to explicit form. So one needs to find a general way to
calculate it. In Section 5, we found such a direct way and manage to relate it to
the mass when r1 ≤ Cr0 fails to hold. This needs much calculation in geometry
as well as analysis. RT conditions or radius conditions of any type are not needed.
It seems that this direct method is the most natural way to calculate this integral.
At last we can prove Corollary 1.2 and Corollary 1.3 easily from Theorem 1.1.
Acknowledgement I would like to thank my advisor Professor Gang Tian for
long time help and encouragement. I show my special thanks to Professor
Jie Qing for helpful discussions. I also thank Yalong Shi for discussions on
harmonic maps.
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2 Curvature estimates
In this section and the next section we assume (M, g) is C4q,τ -AF manifold at the
decay rate 1/2 < q ≤ 1 and τ > 0. Let Σ be a constant mean curvature sphere
which separates the compact partK ′ with infinity . First as a small generalization
of Lemma 5.2 in [2], we have
Lemma 2.1. Let X = xi ∂∂xi be the Euclidean coordinate vector field and r =
(Σ(xi)2)1/2 . Then we have the estimate:
ˆ
Σ
< X, v >2 r−4dµ ≤ H2|Σ|.
Moreover for each a ≥ a0 > 2 and r0 sufficiently large , we have:ˆ
Σ
r−adµ ≤ C(a0)r2−a0 H2|Σ|
Proof. Because the mean curvature H is constant, then for a smooth vector field
Y on Σ, we have the divergence formula:
ˆ
Σ
divΣY dµ = H
ˆ
Σ
< Y, v > dµ.
We choose Y = Xr−a, a ≥ 2 and eα(p) is the orthonormal basis of TpΣ, α = 1, 2.
Suppose eα = a
i
α
∂
∂xi , it is obvious that a
i
α is bounded because the manifold is
asymptotically flat. Then we have:
divΣY = divΣ(Xr
−a) =< ∇eα(Xr−a), eα >
= r−adivΣX − ar−a−2aiαajαxixj +O(r−a−q)
= r−adivΣX − ar−a−2|Xτ |2 +O(r−a−q),
where Xτ is the tangential projection of X .
|divΣX − 2| = O(r−q),
Note that |Xτ |2 = r2− < X, v >2 +O(r2−q), then combine all of these we
have:
|(2−a)
ˆ
Σ
r−adµ+a
ˆ
Σ
< X, v >2 r−a−2dµ−H
ˆ
Σ
< X, v > r−adµ| ≤ C
ˆ
Σ
r−a−qdµ
(7)
Choosing a = 2, from Holder inequality, we have:
ˆ
Σ
< X, v >2 r−4dµ ≤ 1
4
H2|Σ|+ C
ˆ
Σ
r−2−qdµ.
Then we choose a = 2 + q,
ˆ
Σ
r−2−qdµ ≤ 4r−q0 (
ˆ
Σ
< X, v >2 r−4dµ+H2|Σ|+ C
ˆ
Σ
r−2−qdµ).
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Then from the two inequalities above, we can deduce:
ˆ
Σ
< X, v >2 r−4dµ ≤ H2|Σ|.
Now from 7 we get
ˆ
Σ
r−adµ ≤ C(a0 − 2)−1r2−a0 H2|Σ|.
Due to [2] Proposition 5.3, we can deduce integral estimate for |A˚| from the
stability property.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose Σ is a stable constant mean curvature sphere in the C4q,τ -
asymptotically flat manifold. For r0 sufficiently largeA˚, we have
ˆ
Σ
|A˚|2dµ ≤ Cr−q0 (8)ˆ
Σ
H2dµ = 16π +O(r−q0 ) (9)
Proof. We use the stability of Σ. For any f which satisfies
ˆ
Σ
fdµ = 0,
we have ˆ
Σ
|∇f |2dµ ≥
ˆ
Σ
(|A|2 +Ric(v, v))f2dµ
where A is the second fundamental form of Σ and Ric is the Ricci curvature of
M .
Choose ψ to be a conformal map of degree 1 from Σ to the standard S2 ⊂ R3
. Each component ψi of ψ can be chosen such that
´
ψidµ = 0 , see [13] . We
have for each ψi ˆ
Σ
|∇ψi|2dµ = 8π
3
.
Since
∑
ψ2i ≡ 1, we haveˆ
Σ
(|A|2 +Ric(v, v))dµ ≤ 8π.
From Gauss equation
1
2
|A|2 +Ric(v, v)− 1
2
R +K =
1
2
H2
we have:
8
|A|2 +Ric(v, v) = 1
2
|A˚|2 + 3
4
H2 +
1
2
R−K
where K is the Gauss curvature of Σ and A˚ij = Aij − H2 gij . Thenˆ
Σ
1
2
|A˚|2 + 3
4
H2|Σ| ≤ 12π + Cr−q0 H2|Σ|
because R = O(r−3−τ ). So we have
ˆ
Σ
H2dµ = H2|Σ| ≤ 16π +O(r−q0 ).
Using the Gauss equation in another way, we have
ˆ
Σ
|A˚|2dµ
=
ˆ
Σ
(|A|2 − H
2
2
)dµ
=
1
2
ˆ
Σ
(|A|2 +Ric(v, v))dµ + 1
2
ˆ
Σ
(R− 3Ric(v, v)− 2K)dµ
≤
ˆ
Σ
r−2−qdµ = O(r−q0 ).
Lemma 2.3. Suppose Σ is a CMC sphere in an asymptotically flat end (R3 \
B1(0)), then we have:
ˆ
Σ
H2edµe = 16π +O(r
−q
0 ),
where He denotes the mean curvature with respect to the background Euclidean
metric.
Proof. First we follow the calculation of Huisken and Ilmanen, see[3].Now
gij = δij + hij
Suppose
gij |Σ = fij δij |Σ = εij
where f ij and εij are the corresponding inverse matrices. v, ω,A,H, dµ represent
the normal vector , the dual form of v, the second fundamental form , the mean
curvature and the volume form of Σ in the metric g. And ve, ωe, Ae, He, µe rep-
resent the corresponding ones in Euclidean metric. Through easy calculation, we
have
f ij − εij = −f ikhklf lj ± C|h|2 (10)
gij − δij = −gikhklglj ± C|h|2 (11)
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ω =
ωe
|ωe|
vi = gijωj
(ωe)i = ωi ± C|P | (12)
vie = v
i + C|h| (13)
1− |ωe| = 1
2
hijv
ivj (14)
Γkij =
1
2
gkl(∇ihjl +∇jhil −∇lhij)± C|h||∇h| (15)
and Γkij is the Christoffel symbol for∇−∇e, where we denote the gradient operator
in the metric g and δ by ∇ and ∇e and because the metric g and δ are uniformly
equivalent , we have:
C−1dµ ≤ dµe ≤ Cdµ
We have the formula:
|ωe|gAij = (Ae)ij − (ωe)kΓkij (16)
So we have
H −He = f ijAij − εij(Ae)ij
= (f ij − εij)Aij + εijAij(1− |ωe|g) + εij(|ωe|gAij − (Ae)ij)
From (10,11,12,13,14), we have
εijAij(1 − |ωe|g) = 1
2
Hvivjhij ± C|h|2|A|
and using (10,11,12,13,14,15,16) we have:
εij(|ωe|Aij − (Ae)ij)
=− εij(ωe)kΓkij
=− 1
2
f ijωkg
kl(∇ihjl +∇jhil −∇lhij)± C|h||∇h|
=− f ijvl∇ihjl + 1
2
f ijvl∇lhij ± C|h||∇h|
At last , we have
H −He = −f ikhklf ljAij + 1
2
Hvivjhij − f ijvl∇ihjl (17)
+
1
2
f ijvl∇lhij ± C|h||∇h| ± C|h|2|A| (18)
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ˆ
Σ
H2edµe = (1 +O(r
−q
0 ))
ˆ
Σ
H2edµ
≤ (1 +O(r−q0 ))(
ˆ
Σ
H2dµ+
ˆ
Σ
(He −H)2 + 2|H(He −H)|dµ)
≤ (1 +O(r−q0 ))(16π +O(r−q0 ) +
ˆ
Σ
(He −H)2
+ 2(
ˆ
Σ
H2dµ)
1
2 (
ˆ
Σ
(He −H)2dµ) 12 )
ˆ
(He −H)2dµ ≤
ˆ
O(|x|−2q)|A|2 +H2O(|x|−2q) +O(|x|−2−2q)dµ
≤
ˆ
O(|x|−2q)H2 +O(|x|−2q)|A˚|2 +O(|x|−2−2q)dµ
= O(r−2q0 )
so we have
ˆ
Σ
H2edµe ≤ 16π +O(r−q0 )
On the other hand, by Euler formula,
Ke =
1
4
H2e −
1
2
|A˚e|2.
So we have ˆ
H2edµe ≥ 16π
which implies: ˆ
Σ
H2edµe = 16π +O(r
−q
0 ).
Based on Michael and Simon [5], we have the following Sobolev inequality.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose Σ is a CMC sphere in the asymptotically flat end with r0
sufficiently large and that
´
ΣH
2 ≤ C, then:
(
ˆ
Σ
f2dµ)1/2 ≤ C(
ˆ
Σ
|∇f |dµ+
ˆ
Σ
H |f |dµ). (19)
Proof. First this is valid for the surface in Euclidean Space. So by the uniform
equivalence of the metric g and δ , we have:
(
ˆ
|f |2dµ) 12
≤C(
ˆ
|f |2dµe) 12
≤C(
ˆ
|∇f |+H |f |+ |H −He||f |dµ)
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To bound the last term on the right , we notice:
ˆ
|H −He||f |dµ
≤
ˆ
O(|x|−q)|A||f |+O(|x|−q)H |f |+O(|x|−1−q)|f |dµ
≤O(r−q0 )
ˆ
H |f |+ (
ˆ
|A˚|2dµ) 12O(r−q0 )‖f‖L2 +O(r−q0 )‖f‖L2
So we can combine the two inequalities and choose r0 sufficiently large and get
the desired result.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose Σ is a CMC sphere in an asymptotically flat end with r0(Σ)
sufficiently large, then:
C1H
−1 ≤ diam(Σ) ≤ C2H−1,
where the diam(Σ) denotes the diameter of Σ in the Euclidean space R3.
In particular, if the surface Σ separates the infinity from the compact part K ′,
then:
C1H
−1 ≤ r1(Σ) ≤ C2H−1.
Proof. We already know that:
ˆ
Σ
H2edµe = 16π +O(r
−q
0 )
Then from [9] Lemma 1.1, we know√
2|Σ|e
F (Σ)
≤ diam(Σ) ≤ C
√
|Σ|eF (Σ)
where F (Σ) = 12
´
Σ
H2edµe is the Willmore functional and |Σ|e is the volume of
Σ with respect to the Euclidean metric. But the Euclidean metric is uniformly
equivalent to g. From ˆ
Σ
H2dµ = 16π +O(r−q),
we know C˜1H
−1 ≤ |Σ|e ≤ C˜2H−1 for some C˜1, C˜2 > 0. So we get the result.
To get the pointwise estimate for A˚, we use the Simons identity
Lemma 2.6. [10] Suppose Σ is a hypersurface in a Riemannian manifold (M, g).
Then the second fundamental form satisfies the following identity:
12
∆Aij =∇i∇jH +HAikAjk − |A|2Aij +HR3i3j −AijR3k3k +AjkRklil
+AikRkljl − 2AlkRiljk +∇jR3kik +∇kR3ijk
where Rijkl and ∇ are the curvature and gradient operator of (M, g). Then for
CMC surfaces we can deduce the following inequality:
−|A˚|∆|A˚| ≤|A˚|4 + CH |A˚|3 + CH2|A˚|2 + C|A˚|2|x|−2−q
+ CH |A˚||x|−2−q + C|A˚||x|−3−q
We also need an inequality for ∇A˚ because we also want to estimate the higher
derivative:
−|∇A˚|∆|∇A˚| ≤C|∇A˚|2(|A˚|2 +H |A˚|+H2 +O(|x|−2−q))
+ |∇A˚|((|A˚|2 +H |A˚|+H2)O(|x|−2−q) + (|A˚|+H)O(|x|−3−q) +O(|x|−4−q))
Then from Simons identity and Sobolev inequality Lemma 2.4 we have the
following basic curvature estimate:
Theorem 2.7. [6] Suppose that (R3 \ B1(0), g) is an asymptotically flat end.
Then there exist positive numbers σ0, δ0 such that for any CMC sphere in the
end, which separates the infinity from the compact part, we have:
|A˚|2(x) ≤ C|x|−2
ˆ
Bδ0|x|(x)
|A˚|2dµ+ C|x|−2−2q ≤ C|x|−2r−q0
|∇A˚|2(x) ≤ C|x|−2
ˆ
Bδ0|x|(x)
|∇A˚|2dµ+ C|x|−4−2q ≤ C|x|−4r−q/20
provided that r0 ≥ σ0.
Proof. In the Sobolev inequality (19) we take f = u2, then we have
(
ˆ
Σ
u4dµ)
1
2 ≤ C(2
ˆ
Σ
|u||∇u|dµ+
ˆ
Σ
Hu2dµ)
≤ C(
ˆ
Σ
u2)
1
2 (
ˆ
Σ
|∇u|2dµ) 12 + C(
ˆ
supp(u)
H2dµ)
1
2 (
ˆ
Σ
u4dµ)
1
2 .
We need the following lemma
Lemma 2.8. For any ε > 0, we can find a uniform δ0 sufficiently small such that
for any x ∈ Σ , we have:
ˆ
Bδ0|x|(x)
H2dµ ≤ ε
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Proof. The metric g is uniform equivalent to Euclidean metric δ. So we only need
to prove that there exist C, such that:
|Bδ0|x|(x)|e ≤ Cδ20 |x|2.
Then we have
H2|Bδ0|x|(x)|e ≤ Cδ20 |x|2H2 ≤ Cδ20 .
From the proof of Lemma 1.1 in [9], we know, for any x ∈ Σ, Bσ(x) denotes the
Euclidean ball of radius σ with center x in R3, Σσ = Σ∩Bσ(x), then there exists
C such that for 0 < σ ≤ ρ <∞
σ−2|Σσ|e ≤ C(ρ−2|Σρ|e + F (Σρ))
where F (Σρ) is the Willmore functional. C doesn’t depend on Σ, σ, ρ. Let ρ→∞
, ρ−2|Σρ| → 0, so we have:
σ−2|Σσ|e ≤ CF (Σ) ≤ C.
So we proved this lemma.
So if supp(u) ⊂ Bδ0|x|(x), we have the following scaling invariant Sobolev
inequality:
(
ˆ
Σ
u4dµ)
1
2 ≤ C(
ˆ
Σ
u2)
1
2 (
ˆ
Σ
|∇u|2dµ) 12
Lemma 2.9. [6] Suppose that a nonnegative function v ∈ L2 solves
−∆v ≤ fv + h
on B2R(x0), where ˆ
B2R(x0)
f2dµ ≤ CR−2
and h ∈ L2(B2R(x0)). And suppose that
(
ˆ
Σ
u4dµ)
1
2 ≤ C(
ˆ
Σ
u2)
1
2 (
ˆ
Σ
|∇u|2dµ) 12
holds for all u with support inside B2R(x0). Then
sup
BR(x0)
v ≤ CR−1‖v‖L2(B2R(x0)) + CR‖h‖L2(B2R(x0)).
The proof of this lemma is Moser’s iteration. See [6] Lemma 2.6 for the proof.
We have
−∆|A˚| ≤ (|A˚|2 +H2 +H |A˚|+ C|x|−2−q)|A˚|+ CH |x|−2−q + C|x|−3−q
= f1|A˚|+ h1
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−∆|∇A˚| ≤C|∇A˚|(|A˚|2 +H |A˚|+H2 +O(|x|−2−q))
+ ((|A˚|2 +H |A˚|+H2)O(|x|−2−q) + (|A˚|+H)O(|x|−3−q) +O(|x|−4−q))
=f2|∇A˚|+ h2.
We need to prove that ‖f1‖2L2(B2δ0|x|(x)), ‖f2‖
2
L2(B2δ0|x|(x))
≤ C|x|−2 ,
Choose a proper cut off function on Σ, by using the Simons identity and
inequality we can get
ˆ
Σ∩B2δ0|x0|(x0)
|A˚|4dµ ≤ C|x0|−2
ˆ
Σ
|A˚|2dµ
From this, we can get the estimate for f1 and f2. And it is easy to show that
‖h1‖2L2(B2δ0|x|(x)) = O(|x|
−4−2q) and ‖h2‖2L2(B2δ0|x|(x)) = O(|x|
−6−2q) in the same
way.
Now we know: ˆ
Bδ0|x|(x)
|A˚|2dµ ≤ Cr−q0
and ˆ
Bδ0|x|(x)
|∇A˚|2dµ ≤ |x|−2(
ˆ
Bδ0|x|(x)
|A˚|2dµ) 12 ≤ |x|−2r−
q
2
0 .
The first inequality follows from (8). The second one follows from the first one
and Simon’s identity. Finally we proved Theorem 2.7.
Remark. From Theorem 2.7 and (16) and the differentiation of (16) and Lemma
2.5, we have
|Ae| ≤ C|x|−1r−
q
2
0 (20)
|∇eAe| ≤ C|x|−2r−
q
4
0 (21)
3 Blow down analysis
For any r > 0, define a new manifold (M r, gr) through
Φr :M\K ′ →M r
is a diffeomorphism and
gr =
1
r2
(Φ−1r )
∗(g). (22)
If {xi} is the coordinate on M\K, we set
x¯i =
1
r
xi(Φ
−1
r ). (23)
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Then actuallyM r is diffeomorphic to R3\B 1
r
(0), and the coordinates {x¯i}3i=1 can
be regarded as the Euclidean coordinates on R3\B 1
r
(0). When we take limit of
the functions on M r or surfaces in M r (in Hausdorff sense or smooth sense) as
r → ∞, actually we identify {x¯i} in different Mr. So the limit function exists
on R3\{0} which is the limit space of R3\B 1
r
(0) and the limit surface (either in
Hausdorff sense or in smooth sense) exists in R3 which can be regarded as the
completion of R3\{0}. So we know
lim
r→∞
gri¯j¯ = limr→∞
1
r2
(Φ−1r )
∗(g)(r(Φr)∗(∂i), r(Φr)∗(∂i)) = δij = δi¯j¯ .
Now we have the three blow-downs as in[6]. First we consider
Σ
2
H = Φ 2
H
(Σ) ⊂M 2H .
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that {Σi} is a sequence of stable constant mean curvature
spheres in a given asymptotically flat end (M\K ′, g) and that
lim
i→∞
r0(Σi) =∞. (24)
And suppose that Σi separates the infinity from the compact part K
′. Then, there
is a subsequence of {Σ
2
H
i } which converges in Hausdorff sense to a round sphere
S21(a) ⊂ (R3, δ) of radius 1 and centered at a ∈ R3. Moreover, the convergence is
in C2,α sense away from the origin.
Moreover if limi→∞
r1(Σn)
r0(Σn)
= +∞, we have |a| = 1, that is, the origin lies on
the limit surface.
Proof. Suppose that there is a sequence of stable constant mean curvature spheres
{Σi} such that
lim
i→∞
r0(Σi) =∞,
we have known from Lemma 2.3 that
lim
i→∞
ˆ
Σi
H2edµe = 16π.
Then from Theorem 3.1 of [9], we can find a subsequence which converge in
Hausdorff sense to a genus 0 surface, that is a sphere. Because
lim
i→∞
|Σ
2
H
i |e = limi→∞ |Σ
2
H
i |g 2H = limi→∞
1
4
ˆ
Σi
H2dµ = 4π,
the limit surface is a unit sphere. Away from the origin, the second fundamental
form and its derivative of Σ
2
H
i have uniform bounds. So the convergence is C
2,α
away from the origin.
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The second part follows from |a| ≤ 1 (because Σn separates K ′ from infinity)
and
r˜1 =
H
2
r1, r˜0 =
H
2
r0.
Then, we use r−10 to blow down the surface
Σr0 = Φr0(Σ) (25)
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that {Σi} is a sequence of stable constant mean curvature
spheres in a given asymptotically flat end (R3 \B1(0), g) and that
lim
i→∞
r0(Σi) =∞. (26)
And suppose that
lim
i→∞
r0(Σi)H(Σi) = 0. (27)
Then there is a subsequence of {Σr0n } converges to a 2-plane at distance 1 from
the origin. Moreover the convergence is in C2,α in any compact set of R3.
Proof. Σr0n ⊂ M r0(Σn) and in distδ¯i¯j(Σr0n , 0) = 1. Note that from Theorem 2.7,
A˚r0(Σr0n ) → 0. And Hr0(Σr0n ) = r0H → 0. So we have Ar0(Σr0n ) → 0. Here
A˚r0 , Hr0 , Ar0 represent the trace free part of the second fundamental form and
mean curvature and second fundamental form with respect to metric gr0 . So we
can find a subsequence of Σr0n which converges to a 2-plane at distance 1 from the
origin. From the same reason as the last lemma, the convergence is C2,α in any
compact set of R3.
We must understand the behavior of the surfaces Σi in the scales between
r0(Σi) and H
−1(Σi). We consider the scale ri such that
lim
i→∞
r0(Σi)
ri
= 0 lim
i→∞
riH(Σi) = 0 (28)
and blow down the surfaces
Σrii = Φri(Σi) (29)
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that {Σi} is a sequence of stable constant mean curvature
surfaces in a given asymptotically flat end (R3 \B1(0), g) and that
lim
i→∞
r0(Σi) =∞ (30)
And suppose that ri satisfies
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lim
i→∞
r0(Σi)
ri
= 0 lim
i→∞
riH(Σi) = 0 (31)
Then there is a subsequence of {Σrii } converges to a 2-plane at the origin in
Gromov-Hausdorff distance. Moreover the convergence is C2,α in any compact
subset away from the origin.
Proof.
ˆ
BR
|Ari |2dµgri =
ˆ
BriR
|A|2dµ
=
ˆ
BriR
|A˚|2dµ+ 1
2
ˆ
BriR
H2dµ
≤ C(r−q0 +H2R2r2i ).
From (31) we know for any fixed R > 0,
ˆ
BR
|Ari |2dµgri → 0
as i→∞.
From Lemma 2.1 in [9], we can get the first part of the conclusion. And again
from the pointwise estimate of second fundamental and its derivative, we get the
C2,α convergence away from the origin.
4 Asymptotically analysis
In this section, we carry out Qing and Tian’s harmonic map technique in C41,τ -AF
manifolds. In the end of this section we will derive a strengthened estimate on
the second fundamental form, Lemma 4.8. First let us revise the properties of
harmonic function on a column. Suppose N = [0, 3L]× S1 for some constant L
to be fixed later. Choose (t, θ) as the coordinates, where 0 ≤ t ≤ 3L, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π.
Denote
‖u‖21,i =
ˆ
[(i−1)L,iL]×S1
(|u|2 + |∇˜u|2)dtdθ,
where (t, θ) is the standard column coordinate and ∇˜ is the gradient operator
with respect to the metric dt2 + dθ2.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose u ∈W 1,2(N,Rk) satisfies
∆˜u+A · ∇˜u+B · u = h (32)
in N , whereN = [0, 3L]×S1 and ∆˜ = ∂2∂t2 + ∂
2
∂θ2 , ∇˜ = ( ∂∂t , ∂∂θ ) . And suppose that
L is given and large. Then there exists a positive number δ0 such that if
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‖h‖L2(N) ≤ δ0 max
1≤i≤3
‖u‖1,i (33)
and
‖A‖L∞(N) ≤ δ0 ‖B‖L∞(N) ≤ δ0 (34)
then,
(a) ‖u‖1,3 ≤ e− 12L‖u‖1,2 implies ‖u‖1,2 < e− 12L‖u‖1,1
(b) ‖u‖1,1 ≤ e− 12L‖u‖1,2 implies ‖u‖1,2 < e− 12L‖u‖1,3
(c) If both
´
L×S1 udθ and
´
2L×S1 udθ ≤ δ0max1≤i≤3 ‖u‖1,i, then either ‖u‖1,2 <
e−
1
2L‖u‖1,1 or ‖u‖1,2 < e− 12L‖u‖1,3
Proof.
Suppose that u ∈W 1,2(Σ) and u is harmonic, we can deduce that if u satisfies
(a)(b)(c’)with
(c’) If both
´
L×S1 udθ and
´
2L×S1 udθ = 0, then either ‖u‖1,2 < e−
1
2L‖u‖1,1
or ‖u‖1,2 < e− 12L‖u‖1,3
A harmonic function u can be written as:
u = a0 + b0t+
∞∑
n=1
{ent(an cosnθ + bn sinnθ) + e−nt(a−n cosnθ + b−n sinnθ)}
Then it follows that:
‖u‖21,i = 2π((a20 + b20)L+ a0b0L2(2i− 1) +
1
3
b20L
3(3i2 − 3i+ 1))
+
π
2
∞∑
n=1
{e
2nL−1
n
(e2(i−1)nL(a2n + b
2
n) + e
−2niL(a2−n + b
2
−n)) + 4L(ana−n + bnb−n)}
+π
∞∑
n=1
{e
2nL−1
n
(e2(i−1)nL(n2a2n + n
2b2n) + e
−2niL(n2a2−n + n
2b2−n))
+4L(n2ana−n + n
2bnb−n)}
i = 1, 2, 3
If L is fixed and sufficiently large, then we have
‖u‖21,2 <
1
2
(eL‖u‖21,3 + e−L‖u‖21,1)
which implies (a). We get (b) in the same way. For (c’), we have a0 = b0 = 0
then we have
‖u‖21,2 <
1
2
e−L(‖u‖21,3 + ‖u‖21,1)
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which implies either ‖u‖1,2 < e− 12L‖u‖1,1 or ‖u‖1,2 < e− 12L‖u‖1,3.
The second step is to pass limits. If the proposition were false, then one
would find a sequence of δk → 0 and a sequence of solution uk with ‖hk‖L2 ≤
δkmax1≤i≤3 ‖uk‖1,i, ‖Ak‖∞ ≤ δk and ‖Bk‖∞ ≤ δk solves:
∆˜uk +Ak · ∇˜uk +Bk · uk = hk.
And uk violate (a)(b) or (c). We may assume max1≤i≤3 ‖uk‖1,i = 1 otherwise
we can normalize uk. So we know ‖uk‖1,2 > C > 0 for a uniform C because uk
violate (a)(b) or (c). Then we know there is a subsequence that converges to some
harmonic function u ∈W 1,2(Σ) weakly. From the interiorW 2,p estimate we know
the convergence is strongly W 1,2 in I2, which implies that u is not trivially zero.
And because ui ⇀ u weakly in W
1,2(Σ) sense. So ui ⇀ u in W
1,2(I1) and
W 1,2(I3) sense, then we have:
lim inf
i→∞
‖ui‖1,1 ≥ ‖u‖1,1
lim inf
i→∞
‖ui‖1,3 ≥ ‖u‖1,3
and
lim
i→∞
‖ui‖1,2 = ‖u‖1,2
then ui converges to some non-trivial harmonic function u which violates one
of (a)(b) or (c’). So we proved the lemma.
Given a surface Σ in R3. Recall
∆eve + |∇eve|2ve = ∇eHe,
where ve is the Gauss map Σ→ S2. For the constant mean curvature spheres in
the asymptotically flat end (R3 \B1(0), g), we have
Lemma 4.2.
|∇eHe|(x) ≤ C|x|−3
Proof. Because of the uniform equivalence of the metric g and the euclidean met-
ric, we can prove:
|∇He|(x) ≤ C|x|−3
instead. From the expression of H −He (17), we have
|∇He| ≤ |∇hij ||A|+ |hij ||A|2 + |hij ||∇A˚ij |+H |A||hij |+H |∇hij |
+|A||∇hij |+ |∇2h|
≤ C|x|−3 (35)
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Suppose Σ is a stable CMC sphere in the asymptotically flat end which sep-
arates K ′ from infinity. We are interested in the case when r0 is much smaller
than H−1.
Set
Ar1,r2 = {x ∈ Σ : r1 ≤ |x| ≤ r2}
and A0r1,r2 stands for the standard annulus in R
2. Consider the behavior of the
normal vector v on AKr0(Σ),sH−1(Σ) of Σ where K will be fixed large and s will
be fixed small. The lemma below gives us a good coordinate on the surface.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose Σ is a stable constant mean curvature sphere in a given
asymptotically flat end (M\K ′, g) which separates K ′ from infinity. Then, for
any ε > 0 and L fixed, there are M ,s and K such that, if r0 ≥M and Kr0(Σ) <
r < sH−1(Σ), then (r−1Ar,eLr, r
−2ge) may be represented as (A
0
1,eL , g) and
‖g − |dx|2‖C1,α(A0
1,eL
) ≤ ε. (36)
In other words, in the cylindrical coordinates [log r, L+ log r]× S1
‖gc − (dt2 + dθ2)‖C1,α(S1×[log r,L+log r]) ≤ ε (37)
Proof. By contradiction, we assume this lemma were false. So from Lemma 3.2,
for some ε0 > 0, there exists a sequence Σn with r0(Σn)→ ∞ and l˜n → ∞ such
that
((Kr0e
l˜nL)−1AKr0el˜nL,Kr0e(l˜n+1)L , (Kr0e
l˜nL)−2ge)
is not within ε0 neighborhood of (A
0
1,eL , g¯) in C
1,α sense.
From Lemma 3.1, we know: if we fix a small s,
Kr0e
l˜nL
sH−1(Σn)
→ 0.
So if we let rn = Kr0e
l˜nL, then
lim
n→∞
rn
Kr0
=∞, lim
n→∞
rn
sH−1
= 0.
However if we blowdown the surface by r−1n , we get a contradiction with Lemma
3.3. So we have proved the lemma.
Now consider the cylindrical coordinates (t, θ) on (S1 × [logKr0, log sH−1]),
then the tension field
|τ(v)| = r2|∇eHe| ≤ Cr−1 (38)
for t ∈ [logKr0, log sH−1]. Thus,ˆ
S1×[t,t+L]
|τ(v)|2dtdθ ≤ Cr−2 (39)
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Let Ii stand for S
1 × [logKr0 + (i − 1)L, logKr0 + iL], and Ni stand for
Ii−1 ∪ Ii ∪ Ii+1. On Σn we assume log(sH−1)− log(Kr0) = lnL.
Now we prove the energy decay. Suppose fij is the metric of the surface Σn
, i.e. the restriction of gij to Σn. For sufficiently large K, we consider (Σn ∩
BcKr0(0), fij |x|−4(Kr0)2) which is close to the unit ball of R2. The Gauss map
vn : Σn → S2 induces a map vˆn : B1(0) → S2. Note that the energy of vˆ will
concentrate at the origin of B1(0) and the tension field τˆ of the map vˆ satisfies
|τˆ | ≤ C|x|−3|x|4(Kr0)−2 = C|x|(Kr0)−2 = C(Kr0)
−1
√
4s2e−2lnL + rˆ2
where rˆ denotes the radius function of the unit ball. First we have:
Lemma 4.4. For every i ∈ [3, ln − 2], there exists a geodesic γi such that:
ˆ
Ii
|∇˜(vn − γi)|2dtdθ ≤ C(e−iL + e−(ln−i)L)(s2 + r−10 ).
Proof. First we have
[vn]Cα(Ii) ≤ C‖∇˜v‖L∞
≤ CKr0eiL(‖A˚‖L∞ +H)
≤ C(r−
1
2
0 + s).
from the estimate of the second fundamental form. So when r0 is sufficient large
and s is sufficiently small, [vn]Cα(Ii) is sufficiently small.
Note that S2 is smooth compact manifold and oscIivn is very small. So for
each Ii we can choose two points Pi and Qi on S
2 such that
|Pi − 1
2π
ˆ
(i−1)L×S1
vndθ| ≤ C max
(i−1)L×S1
|vn − Pi|2
|Qi − 1
2π
ˆ
iL×S1
vndθ| ≤ C max
iL×S1
|vn −Qi|2.
Also we know easily distS2(Pi, Qi) ≤ C(r−
1
2
0 + s). So we can choose one unique
geodesic γi which joins Pi and Qi.
If we regard γi as a harmonic map from [(i−1)L, iL]×S1 to S2, we can extend
γi to [log(Kr0), log(sH
−1)]× S1. un,i = vn − γi satisfies
∆˜un,i +An,i · ∇˜un,i +Bn,i · un,i = τn
where
|An,i| ≤ C(|∇˜vn|+ |∇˜γi|) ≤ δ0,
|Bn,i| ≤ Cmin{|∇˜vn|2, |∇˜γi|2} ≤ δ0. (40)
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To use Lemma 4.1 (C), we have to verify that
‖τn‖L2(Ni) ≤ δ0 max
i−1≤k≤i+1
‖un,i‖1,k
and ˆ
(i−1)L×S1
un,idθ ≤ δ0 max
i−1≤k≤i+1
‖un,i‖1,k
ˆ
iL×S1
un,idθ ≤ δ0 max
i−1≤k≤i+1
‖un,i‖1,k
where Ni = Ii−1 ∪ Ii ∪ Ii+1.
However we haveˆ
(i−1)L×S1
un,idθ ≤ |2πPi −
ˆ
(i−1)L×S1
vndθ| ≤ C max
(i−1)L×S1
|vn − Pi|2.
By interior estimate and trace embedding we have
max
(i−1)×S1
|vn − Pi| ≤ C( max
i−1≤k≤i+1
‖un,i‖1,k + ‖τn‖L2(Ni)).
So if we have
‖τn‖L2(Ni) ≤ δ0 max
i−1≤k≤i+1
‖un,i‖1,k
we will haveˆ
(i−1)L×S1
un,idθ ≤ C max
(i−1)L×S1
|vn − Pi| max
i−1≤k≤i+1
‖un,i‖1,k
≤ Cδ0 max
i−1≤k≤i+1
‖un,i‖1,k.
and in the same way we will get
ˆ
iL×S1
un,idθ ≤ δ0 max
i−1≤k≤i+1
‖un,i‖1,k.
So if we cannot use Lemma 4.1 (C), the only reason is
max
i−1≤k≤i+1
‖un,i‖1,k ≤ δ0‖τn‖L2(Ni),
which will imply
ˆ
Ii
|∇˜(vn − γi)|2dtdθ ≤ Ce−2t ≤ Ce−iLr−10
≤ C(e−iL + e−(ln−i)L)(s2 + r−10 ).
If (C) can be used, so we use it on Ni for un,i. We have
‖un,i‖1,i < e− 12L‖u‖1,i−1
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or
‖un,i‖1,i < e− 12L‖u‖1,i+1.
Without loss of generality, we assume the first one happens. Then we can push
this relationship left and continue to use Lemma 4.1 (a) because (40) always holds.
If for some j ≥ 2, the theorem can be used until Nj+1, but not until Nj , then we
have
‖un,i‖1,i < e− 12 (i−j)L‖u‖1,j ≤ Ce− 12 (i−j)Le− 12 jLr−
1
2
0
≤ Ce− 12 iLr−
1
2
0 .
If we can use (a) until N2, then we have:
e
L
2 ‖un,i‖1,2 ≤ ‖un,i‖1,1 = (
ˆ
I1
u2n,idtdθ)
1
2 + (
ˆ
I1
|∇˜un,i|2dtdθ) 12
≤ (
ˆ
I2
u2n,idtdθ)
1
2 + (
ˆ
I1
(u(t, θ)− u(t+ L, θ))2dtdθ) 12 + (
ˆ
I1
|∇˜un,i|2dtdθ) 12 .
So we have
(e
L
2 − 1)‖un,i‖1,2 ≤ (
ˆ
I1
(
ˆ L
0
|∂un,i
∂t
(t+ s, θ)|ds)2dtdθ) 12 + (
ˆ
I1
|∇˜un,i|2dtdθ) 12
≤
ˆ L
0
ˆ
I1
|∂un,i
∂t
(t+ s, θ)|2dtdθ) 12 ds+ (
ˆ
I1
|∇˜un,i|2dtdθ) 12
≤ C(
ˆ
I1∪I2
|∇˜un,i|2dtdθ) 12
≤ C((
ˆ
I1∪I2
|∇˜vn|2dtdθ) 12 + (
ˆ
I1∪I2
|∇˜γi|2dtdθ) 12 )
≤ C(r−
1
2
0 + s).
So we have
‖un,i‖1,i ≤ Ce−
i−2
2 L‖un,i‖1,2 ≤ Ce− i2L(r−
1
2
0 + s).
If ‖un,i‖1,i < e− 12L‖u‖1,i+1 happens, similarly, we have
‖un,i‖1,i ≤ Ce−
ln−i
2 L(r
− 12
0 + s).
At last we get
‖un,i‖1,i ≤ C(e− i2L + e−
ln−i
2 L)(r
− 12
0 + s).
From this lemma we haveˆ
[(i−1)L,iL]×S1
|∂θvn|2dtdθ ≤ C(e−iL + e−(ln−i)L)(r−10 + s2)
To get the energy decay we use the Pohozaev equality. See for example [?],
Lemma 2.4.
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Lemma 4.5. Let v be a solution to
∆ev + |∇ev|2v = τˆ .
And v is defined on the disk Br0 . Then we haveˆ
∂Br0
(|∂rv|2 − r−2|∂θv|2)dµ(∂Br0) =
2
r0
ˆ
Br0
τˆ · (x∇v)dx.
This lemma imply for t ∈ [(i− 1)L, iL]
ˆ
[(i−1)L,iL]×S1
|∂tvn|2dtdθ ≤
ˆ
[(i−1)L,iL]×S1
|∂θvn|2dtdθ + C
ˆ
B
e−iL
|τˆ |(xˆ∇ˆvn)dxˆ
≤
ˆ
[(i−1)L,iL]×S1
|∂θvn|2dtdθ
+ C(
ˆ
B
e−iL
|τˆ |2|xˆ|2dxˆ) 12 (
ˆ
B
e−iL
|∇ˆvn|2dxˆ) 12
≤
ˆ
[(i−1)L,iL]×S1
|∂θvn|2dtdθ + Ce−iL(r−
1
2
0 + s)
≤ C(e−iL + e−(ln−i)L)(r−
1
2
0 + s).
At last we get energy decay
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that {Σn} is a sequence of stable constant mean curvature
spheres in a given asymptotically flat end (R3 \B1(0), g) which separate K ′ from
infinity and that
lim
i→∞
r0(Σn) =∞ (41)
And suppose that
lim
n→∞
r0(Σn)H(Σn) = 0 (42)
Then for any K > 0, s > 0, there exists a uniform C > 0 and n0 such that,
when n ≥ n0,
max
Ii
|∇˜ve| ≤ C(e− i2L + e−
(ln−i)
2 L)(s+ r
− 12
0 ) (43)
where
Ii = S
1 × [log(Kr0(Σn)) + (i − 1)L, log(Kr0(Σn)) + iL] (44)
and
i ∈ [0, ln] log(Kr0(Σn)) + lnL = log(sH−1(Σn)) (45)
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Lemma 4.7. For any ε > 0, there is some δ > 0 andM > 0 such that if 0 < s < δ
and n > M we have
OSCΣn∩BsH−1 (0)vn ≤ ε.
Proof. Suppose log sH−1 − logKr0 = lnL,
OSCΣn∩BsH−1(0)vn ≤
ln∑
i=1
OSCΣn∩(BKr0eiL\BKr0e(i−1)L )
vn +OSCΣn∩BKr0 vn
≤ C
ln∑
i=1
(e−
iL
2 + e−
(ln−i)L
2 )(r
− 12
0 + s)
1
2 +OSCΣn∩BKr0 vn
≤ C(r−
1
2
0 + s)
1
2 +OSCΣn∩BKr0 vn
We choose δ small and n large, so we have r
− 12
0 + s is sufficiently small and from
Lemma 3.2, for fixed K and sufficiently large n, OSCΣn∩BKr0vn is also small. So
we have proved this lemma
From the lemma above we know the two limit planes we got in Lemma 3.2
and Lemma 3.3 have the same normal vector.
Lemma 4.8. If Σ is a stable CMC sphere in the asymptotically flat end, then
the second fundamental form of Σ has the following estimate: For a point x ∈
(BKr0e(i+1)L \BKr0eiL) ∩ Σ,
|Ae(x)| ≤ C|x|−1(e− i2L + e−
(ln−i)
2 L)(s+ r
− 12
0 )
1
2
where sH−1 = Kr0 · elnL.
Proof. Note that
|Ae(x)| ≤ C|∇eve(x)| ≤ C|x|−1 sup
Ii
|∇ˆve| ≤ C|x|−1(e− i2L + e−
(ln−i)
2 L)(s+ r
− 12
0 )
1
2
Corollary 4.9. Assume the same condition as Proposition4.6. Choose some
pn ∈ I ln
2
. Then
sup
x∈Ii
|vn(x)− vn(pn)| ≤ C(e− 12 iL + e− 14 lnL)(s+ r−
1
2
0 )
1
2 (46)
for i ∈ [0, 12 ln]
sup
x∈Ii
|vn(x) − vn(pn)| ≤ C(e− 14 lnL + e− 12 (ln−i)L)(s+ r−
1
2
0 )
1
2 (47)
for i ∈ [ 12 ln, ln]
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Proof. We only prove the first one.
sup
Ii
|vn(x) − vn(pn)| ≤
ln/2∑
k=i
OSCIkvn
≤ C
ln/2∑
k=i
(e−
k
2L + e−
(ln−k)
2 L)(s+ r
− 12
0 )
1
2
≤ C
1− e−L2
(e−
i
2L + e−
ln
4 L)(s+ r
− 12
0 )
1
2 .
The second one follows similarly.
5 Mass integral
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. To detect the non 0 mass we use the integral
below, for some constant vector b to be fixed,
ˆ
Σ
(H −He) < ve, b >e dµe.
First we have ˆ
Σ
H < ve, b >e dµe = H
ˆ
int(Σ)
div(b)dµe = 0.
´
Σ
He < ve, b >e dµe is the variation of the area of Σ in the direction of b, which
is also 0. So we have ˆ
Σ
(H −He) < ve, b >e dµe = 0. (48)
Should Theorem 1.1 be false, we could find a sequence of stable CMC spheres
{Σn} which separate K ′ from infinity, with
lim
n→∞
r0(Σn) = +∞
lim
n→∞
ˆ
Σn
(H −He) < ve, b >e dµe 6= 0
which is a contradiction with (48).
To do this, first suppose Theorem 1.1 were false, then we could find a subse-
quence of stable CMC spheres {Σn} which separate K ′ from infinity such that
r1(Σn)/r0(Σn) > n
and
lim
n→∞
r0(Σn) = +∞.
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From Lemma 2.5 we know
lim
n→∞
r0(Σn)H(Σn) = 0.
From Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 3.1, Σ
2
H
n converge to some sphere S1(a), with
center to be unit vector a. Then the origin lies on S1(a).
Choose
b = −a,
and we consider the integral:
ˆ
Σ
(H −He) < ve, b >e dµe =
ˆ
Σ
(−f ikhklf ljAij + 1
2
Hvivjhij − f ijvl∇ihjl
+
1
2
f ijvl∇lhij ± C|h||∇h| ± C|h|2|A|) < ve, b >e dµe +O(r−10 ), (49)
here i, j ran from 1 to 3, and fij is the restriction of gij on Σ.
Remark. Note that Aij − (Ae)ij = O(|x|−2) and ve − v = O(|x|−1). From
ˆ
Σ
|x|−3dµe = O(r−10 ).
We may identify Aij with (Ae)ij and v with ve in the integral where this is needed.
Fromˆ
Σn
−f ijvl(∇ihjl)vmbmdµe
=
1
2
ˆ
Σn
(f ijhjkf
klAli −Hvjvlhjl)vmbmdµe + 1
2
ˆ
Σn
f ijvlhjlAikf
kmbmdµe
−1
2
ˆ
Σn
f ijvl(∇ihjl)vmbmdµe, (50)
we change the integral into:
ˆ
Σn
(H −He) < ve, b >e dµe =
ˆ
Σn
(−1
2
f ikhklf
ljAijv
mbm +
1
2
f ijvlhjlAikf
kmbm
−1
2
f ijvl∇ihjlvmbm + 1
2
f ijvl∇lhijvmbm)dµe +O(r−10 )
(51)
At x ∈ Σn we choose a frame {e1, e2, v}, where eα, α = 1, 2 (the Greek indices
runs from 1, 2) form the orthonormal basis of TxΣn. We have fαβ = f
αβ = δαβ
and for any tensor pij , we have
pαα + p(v, v) = g
ijpij = pii +O(r
−1)|p|.
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Sometimes we denote v direction by 3′, so fα,3′ = f
α,3′ = f3′3′ = f
3′3′ = 0 and
A3′3′ = Aα,3′ = 0 and v
3′ = 1, vα = 0.
So we know
−1
2
f ikhklf
ljAijv
mbm = −1
2
fαγfβηhγηAαβv
mbm − 1
2
f3
′3′f3
′3′h3′3′A3′3′
= −1
2
fαγfβηhγηAαβv
mbm
= −1
2
hαβAαβv
mbm = −1
2
hαβAαβb
3′
1
2
f ijvlhjlAikf
kmbm =
1
2
fβγv3
′
hγ3′Aβηf
ηαbα =
1
2
hβ3′Aαβb
α
−1
2
f ijvl∇ihjlvmbm = −1
2
fαβv3
′∇αhβ3′v3
′
b3
′
= −1
2
∇αhα3′b3
′
1
2
f ijvl∇lhijvmbm = 1
2
fαβv3
′∇3′hαβv3
′
b3
′
=
1
2
∇3′hααb3
′
So ˆ
Σn
(H −He) < ve, b >e dµe
=
ˆ
Σn
(−1
2
hαβAαβb
3′ +
1
2
hβ3′Aαβb
α
− 1
2
∇αhα3′b3
′
+
1
2
∇3′hααb3
′
)dµe. (52)
We are going to prove that for any ε > 0, there exists N > 0 such that when
n > N
|
ˆ
Σn
(H −He) < ve, b >e dµe −
ˆ
Σn
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe| ≤ ε.
The outline of the proof is, for any ε > 0, we can choose s > 0, sufficiently small
and K > 0 sufficiently large, and N = N(s,K) such that the above relationship
holds.
First for any s > 0 and K > 0, we can find N when n > N
Kr0(Σn) < sH
−1(Σn).
So we can divide the integral into three parts,
´
Σn∩Bc
sH−1
,
´
Σn∩BKr0
,
´
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0 )
.
For r large, choose {x¯i} (defined by (23)) as the coordinates on M r. Define
hri¯j¯(x¯) = rhij(rx¯).
Also we denote hr
α¯β¯
= rhαβ(rx¯) and 3¯
′ is used in the similar way.
Let b¯ = b and v¯ to be the vector with v¯3¯
′
= 1, v¯α¯ = 0, so v¯ is the unit normal
vector of the hypersurface in δi¯j¯ metric. And dµ¯e represents the volume form of
the hypersurface in the metric δi¯j¯ .
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We assume
|hij |+ |x||hij,k| ≤ C1|x|−1.
Note that the scalar curvature Rg is L
1 integrable and Rg = hij,ij − hii,jj +
O(|x|−4). So hij,ij − hii,jj ∈ L1 . Define
F (r) =
ˆ
M∩Bcr(0)
|hij,ij − hii,jj |dvol(M).
We have
lim
r→∞
F (r) = 0.
Lemma 5.1. For any ε > 0 and any small s > 0, we can choose N1 = N1(ε, s)
such that when n > N1
|
ˆ
Σn∩Bc
sH−1
(H−He) < ve, b >e dµe−
ˆ
Σn∩Bc
sH−1
(−1
2
vl∂ihil+
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe| ≤ 2
9
ε+C(C1)s.
Proof. Consider Σ
2
H . From (52), we have
ˆ
Σn∩Bc
sH−1
(H −He) < ve · b >e dµe
=
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n ∩Bcs/2
(−1
2
h
2/H
α¯β¯
Aα¯β¯(M
2
H )b¯3¯
′
+
1
2
h
2/H
β¯3¯′
Aα¯β¯(M
2
H )b¯α¯
− 1
2
∇¯α¯h2/Hα¯3¯′ b¯3¯
′
+
1
2
∇¯3¯′h2/Hα¯α¯ b¯3¯
′
)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n ).
From Lemma 3.1, for fixed s > 0, as n → ∞, Σ
2
H
n ∩ Bcs/2 will converge in C2,α
sense to S1(a) ∩ Bcs/2. So we have Aα¯β¯(Σ
2
H
n ) − fα¯β¯(Σ
2
H
n ) → 0 in Cα sense and
v¯i → x¯i − ai. We know on Σn ∩BcsH−1
|hri¯j¯(x¯)|C0 ≤ Cs−1H, |hri¯j¯,k¯(x¯)|C0 ≤ Cs−2H2.
So we know there is N ′1 > 0, such that when n > N
′
1
|
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n ∩Bcs/2
−1
2
h
2/H
α¯β¯
Aα¯β¯(Σ
2
H
n )b¯
3¯′ +
1
2
h
2/H
β¯3¯′
Aα¯β¯(Σ
2
H
n )b¯
α¯
− 1
2
∇¯α¯h2/Hα¯3¯′ b¯3¯
′
+
1
2
∇¯3¯′h2/Hα¯α¯ b¯3¯
′
dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n )
−
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n ∩Bcs/2
−1
2
h
2/H
α¯α¯ b¯
3¯′ +
1
2
h
2/H
α¯3¯′
b¯α¯
− 1
2
∇¯α¯h2/Hα¯3¯′ b¯3¯
′
+
1
2
∇¯3¯′h2/Hα¯α¯ b¯3¯
′
dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n )|
≤ε
9
.
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It is important to note that
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n ∩Bcs/2
−1
2
h
2/H
α¯α¯ b¯
3¯′ +
1
2
h
2/H
α¯3¯′
b¯α¯ − 1
2
∇¯α¯h2/Hα¯3¯′ b¯3¯
′
+
1
2
∇¯3¯′h2/Hα¯α¯ b¯3¯
′
=
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n ∩Bcs/2
(−1
2
(h
2/H
α¯α¯ + h
2/H
3¯′3¯′
)b¯3¯
′
+
1
2
h
2/H
α¯3¯′
b¯α¯ +
1
2
h
2/H
3¯′3¯′
b¯3¯
′
− 1
2
(∇¯α¯h2/Hα¯3¯′ + ∇¯3¯′h
2/H
3¯′3¯′
)b¯3¯
′
+
1
2
∇¯3¯′h2/Hα¯α¯ b¯3¯
′
+
1
2
∇¯3¯′h2/H3¯′3¯′ b¯3¯
′
)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n )
=
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n ∩Bcs/2
(−1
2
h
2/H
i¯j¯
v¯m¯b¯m¯ +
1
2
h
2/H
i¯l¯
v¯l¯b¯i¯
− 1
2
v¯l¯∇¯i¯h2/Hi¯l¯ v¯m¯b¯m¯ +
1
2
vl¯∇¯l¯h2/Hi¯¯i v¯m¯b¯m¯)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n )
=
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n ∩Bcs/2
(−1
2
h
2/H
i¯j¯
v¯m¯b¯m¯ +
1
2
h
2/H
i¯l¯
v¯l¯b¯i¯
− 1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
(x¯m¯ − am¯)b¯m¯ + 1
2
vl¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
(x¯m¯ − am¯)b¯m¯)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n ) + o(1)
=
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n ∩Bcs/2
(−1
2
h
2/H
i¯j¯
v¯m¯b¯m¯ +
1
2
h
2/H
i¯l¯
v¯l¯b¯i¯
− 1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
x¯m¯b¯m¯ +
1
2
vl¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
x¯m¯b¯m¯)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n )
−
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n ∩Bcs/2
(
1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
− 1
2
vl¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n ) + o(1).
This o(1) means limn→∞ o(1) = 0. ∇¯ihjk can be replaced by ∂ihjk because the
difference of the two are high order terms.
We denote the part of M r between ∂Φr(K
′) and ∂Σ
2
H
n as int(Σ
2
H
n ). Then by
divergence formula we have
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n ∩B
c
s/2
(−1
2
h
2/H
i¯¯i
v¯m¯b¯m¯ +
1
2
h
2/H
i¯l¯
v¯l¯bi¯
− 1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
x¯m¯b¯m¯ +
1
2
v¯l¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
x¯m¯b¯m¯)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n )
=
ˆ
int(Σ
2
H
n )∩∂Bcs/2(0)
(−1
2
h
2/H
i¯¯i
v¯m¯b¯m¯ +
1
2
h
2/H
i¯l¯
v¯l¯bi¯
− 1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
x¯m¯b¯m¯ +
1
2
v¯l¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
x¯m¯b¯m¯)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n )
− 1
2
ˆ
int(Σ
2
H
n )∩Bcs/2(0)
(h
2/H
i¯l¯,¯il¯
− h2/H
i¯¯i,l¯l¯
)(x¯m¯b¯m¯)dv¯ole.
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We know
|
ˆ
int(Σ
2
H
n )∩∂Bs/2(0)
(−1
2
h
2/H
i¯¯i
v¯m¯b¯m¯ +
1
2
h
2/H
i¯l¯
v¯l¯bi¯
− 1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
x¯m¯b¯m¯ +
1
2
v¯l¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
x¯m¯b¯m¯)dµ¯e(Σ˜n)|
≤ C(C1)s
|
ˆ
int(Σ
2
H
n )∩Bcs/2(0)
(h
2/H
i¯l¯,¯il¯
− h2/H
i¯¯i,l¯l¯
)(x¯m¯b¯m¯)d ¯vole| ≤ C|
ˆ
int(Σ˜n)∩Bcs/2(0)
|h2/H
i¯l¯,¯il¯
− h2/H
i¯¯i,l¯l¯
|dv¯ole
= C
ˆ
int(Σn)∩Bc
sH−1
(0)
|hil,il − hii,ll|dvole
≤ CF (sH−1).
And ˆ
Σ
2
H
n ∩Bcs/2
(
1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
− 1
2
vl¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n )
=
ˆ
Σn∩Bc
sH−1
(
1
2
vl∂ihil − 1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe
So we know
|
ˆ
Σn∩Bc
sH−1
(H −He) < ve, b >e dµe
−
ˆ
Σn∩Bc
sH−1
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe|
≤ε
9
+ o(1) + C(C1)s+ CF (sH
−1).
From
lim
n→∞
F (sH−1) = 0
So we can choose N1 = N1(ε, s) such that the lemma holds.
Lemma 5.2. For any K > 0, there is N2 = N2(ε,K) > 0, such that when
n > N2,
|
ˆ
Σn∩BKr0
(H −He) < ve, b >e dµe −
ˆ
Σn∩BKr0
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe| ≤ ε
3
.
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Proof. Consider Σr0 . From (52) we have
ˆ
Σn∩BKr0
(H −He) < ve · b >e dµe
=
ˆ
Σ
r0
n ∩BK
(−1
2
hr0
α¯β¯
Aα¯β¯(M
r0)b¯3¯
′
+
1
2
hr0
β¯3¯′
Aα¯β¯(M
r0)b¯α¯
− 1
2
∇¯α¯hr0α¯3¯′ b¯3¯
′
+
1
2
∇¯3¯′hr0α¯α¯b¯3¯
′
)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n ).
From Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 4.7, Aα¯β¯(Σ
r0
n ) → 0 and v¯m¯ → bm¯. So as n → ∞,
we have b¯3¯
′ → 1 and from
|hr0
i¯j¯
|+ |x¯|−1|hr0
i¯j¯,k¯
| ≤ C1|x¯|−1
we have ˆ
Σ
r0
n ∩BK
−1
2
hr0
α¯β¯
Aα¯β¯(Σ
r0
n )b¯
3¯′ +
1
2
hr0
β¯3¯′
Aα¯β¯(Σ
r0
n )b¯
α¯ → 0
and ˆ
Σ
r0
n ∩BK
(−1
2
∇¯α¯hr0α¯3¯′ b¯3¯
′
+
1
2
∇¯3¯′hr0α¯α¯b¯3¯
′
)dµ¯e(Σ
r0
n )
=
ˆ
Σ
r0
n ∩BK
(−1
2
∇¯α¯hr0α¯3¯′ b¯3¯
′ − 1
2
∇¯3¯hr03¯3¯′ b¯3¯
′
)
+ (
1
2
∇¯3¯′hr0α¯α¯b¯3¯
′
+
1
2
∇¯3¯hr03¯3¯′ b¯3¯
′
)dµ¯e(Σ
r0
n )
=
ˆ
Σ
r0
n ∩BK
(−1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
r0
i¯l¯
+
1
2
v¯l¯∂l¯h
r0
i¯¯i
)dµ¯e(Σ
r0
n ) + o(1)
=
ˆ
Σn∩BKr0
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe + o(1).
So
|
ˆ
Σn∩BKr0
(H −He) < ve, b >e dµe
−
ˆ
Σn∩BKr0
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe|.
≤o(1).
So we can choose N2 such that the lemma holds.
Lemma 5.3. We can choose a small s > 0 and a large K > 0 and N3 > 0 such
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that when n > N3,
|
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0 )
(H −He) < ve · b >e dµe
−
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0)
(−1
2
vl∂ihilv
mbm +
1
2
vl∂lhiiv
mbm)dµe|
≤ε
3
Proof.
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0 )
(H −He) < ve · b >e dµe
=
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0 )
(−1
2
hαβAαβb
3 +
1
2
hβ3Aαβb
3
− 1
2
∇¯αhα3b3 + 1
2
∇¯3hααb3)dµe
From Lemma 4.8 we have
|
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0)
−1
2
hαβAαβb
3 +
1
2
hβ3Aαβb
3dµe|
≤
ln∑
i=1
ˆ
Σn∩(BKr0eiL
\B
Kr0e
(i−1)L )
C|x|−2(e− i2L + e− ln−i2 L)(r−
1
2
0 + s)
1
2 dµe
≤C(r−
1
2
0 + s)
1
2 .
For the second part, we have
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0)
−1
2
∇¯αhα3b3 + 1
2
∇¯3hααb3dµe
=
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0)
−1
2
vl∂ihilv
mbm +
1
2
vl∂lhiiv
mbmdµe + o(1)
For each n we can choose pn ∈ Σn ∩ (B
Kr0e
(
ln
2
+1)L
\B
Kr0e
ln
2
L
) such that for
vn = v(pn) Corollary 4.9 holds. So we have
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0 )
(−1
2
vl∂ihilv
mbm +
1
2
vl∂lhiiv
mbm)dµe
=
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0 )
−1
2
vl∂ihil(v
m − vmn )bm +
1
2
vl∂lhii(v
m − vmn )bmdµe
+ (vmn b
m)
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0 )
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe.
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For the first term on the right hand side, we have:
|
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0 )
−1
2
vl∂ihil(v
m − vmn )bm +
1
2
vl∂lhii(v
m − vmn )bmdµe|
≤
ln∑
i=1
|
ˆ
Σn∩(BKr0eiL
\B
Kr0e
(i−1)L )
−1
2
vl∂ihil(v
m − vmn )bm +
1
2
vl∂lhii(v
m − vmn )bmdµe|
≤
ln/2∑
i=1
C(e−
1
2 iL + e−
1
4 lnL)(s+ r
− 12
0 )
1
2 +
ln∑
i=ln/2+1
C(e−
1
4 lnL + e−
1
2 (ln−i)L)(s+ r
− 12
0 )
1
2
≤ C(s+ r− 120 )
1
2 .
For the second term, recall Lemma 4.7. We can choose s small, K large and n
large such that |vn − b| ≤ ε9C˜ . So as long asˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0 )
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe
is bounded by C˜ > 0 (which will be verified by the following Lemma 5.4),
(vmn b
m − 1)
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0 )
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe
is bounded by ε9 . Then we have
|
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0 )
(H −He) < ve · b >e dµe
−
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0)
(−1
2
vl∂ihilv
mbm +
1
2
vl∂lhiiv
mbm)dµe|
≤C(s+ r−
1
2
0 )
1
2 + o(1) +
ε
9
.
So one can find N3 such that when n > N3, the lemma holds. The lemma then
follows from Lemma 5.4.
Lemma 5.4. There exists C˜(m) > 0 such that
|
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0 )
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe| ≤ C˜.
Proof. Note that
|
ˆ
Σn
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe −
ˆ
∂Br0
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe|
≤1
2
ˆ
int(Σn)\Br0
|hil,il − hii,ll|d ¯vole
≤CF (r0)→ 0. (53)
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And ˆ
∂Br0
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe → −16πm.
ˆ
Σn
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe
=
ˆ
Σn∩Bc
sH−1
+
ˆ
Σn∩BKr0
+
ˆ
Σn∩(BsH−1\BKr0)
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe.
So the left is to prove that
ˆ
Σn∩Bc
sH−1
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe
and ˆ
Σn∩BKr0
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe
are bounded.
For the first oneˆ
Σn∩Bc
sH−1
(
1
2
vl∂ihil − 1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe
=
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n ∩B
c
s
2
(
1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
− 1
2
vl¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n )
=
ˆ
∂B s
2
∩int(Σ
2
H
n )
(
1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
− 1
2
vl¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
)dµ¯e
+
ˆ
int(Σ
2
H
n )∩Bcs
2
(h
2/H
i¯l¯,¯il¯
− h2/H
i¯¯i,l¯l¯
)d ¯vole.
From
|
ˆ
∂B s
2
∩int(Σ
2
H
n )
(
1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
− 1
2
vl¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
)dµ¯e|
≤1
2
C1|s
2
|−2|∂B s
2
| ≤ C(C1)
and
|
ˆ
int(Σ
2
H
n )∩Bcs
2
(h
2/H
i¯l¯,¯il¯
− h2/H
i¯¯i,l¯l¯
)d ¯vole|
=|
ˆ
int(Σn)∩Bc
sH−1
(hil,il − hii,ll)dvole|
≤F (sH−1).
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So we have
|
ˆ
Σn∩Bc
sH−1
(
1
2
vl∂ihil − 1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe| ≤ C(C1) + F (sH−1).
For the second one ˆ
Σn∩BKr0
(
1
2
vl∂ihil − 1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe
=
ˆ
Σ
r0
n ∩BK
(
1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
r0
i¯l¯
− 1
2
v¯l¯∂l¯h
r0
i¯¯i
)dµ¯e(Σ
r0
n )
=
ˆ
∂BK\int(Σ
r0
n )
(
1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
r0
i¯l¯
− 1
2
v¯l¯∂l¯h
r0
i¯¯i
)dµ¯e
+
ˆ
BK\int(Σ
r0
n )
1
2
(hr0
i¯l¯,¯il¯
− hr0
i¯¯i,l¯l¯
)dv¯ole.
Note that
|
ˆ
∂BK\int(Σ
r0
n )
(
1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
r0
i¯l¯
− 1
2
v¯l¯∂l¯h
r0
i¯¯i
)dµ¯e| ≤ C1K−2|∂BK | ≤ C(C1),
and
|
ˆ
BK\int(Σ
r0
n )
1
2
(hr0
i¯l¯,¯il¯
− hr0
i¯¯i,l¯l¯
)d ¯vole| ≤ F (r0).
So we have
|
ˆ
Σn∩BKr0
(
1
2
vl∂ihil − 1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe| ≤ C(C1) + F (r0).
So for any ε > 0 we can choose s small (s < ε9C(C1) ) and K large and N >
max{N1, N2, N3} such that when n > N we have
|
ˆ
Σn
(H −He) < ve, b >e dµe −
ˆ
Σn
(−1
2
vl∂ihil +
1
2
vl∂lhii)dµe| ≤ ε.
We choose ε < |m|2 . Pay attention to (53). So when r0 is sufficiently largeˆ
Σn
(H −He) < ve, b >e dµe
cannot be 0 which is a contradiction with (48). So there is C > 0 such that
r1 ≤ Cr0.
Now we prove that for a sequence of stable constant mean curvature Σn which
separate K ′ from infinity, if
lim
n→∞
r0(Σn) =∞
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we have
lim
n→∞
r0
r1
= 1.
We have known that
r0 ≤ r1 ≤ Cr0.
Once the conclusion were false, we could find a subsequence of Σn (also denoted
by Σn ) such that
lim
n→∞
r0
r1
= k
with 0 < k < 1. Then by taking a subsequence further, Σn would converge to
some S1(a) with 0 < |a| < 1 in C2,α sense globally from Lemma 3.1. Choose
b = −a|a|
ˆ
Σn
(H −He) < ve, b >e dµe
=
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n
(−1
2
h
2/H
i¯j¯
v¯m¯b¯m¯ +
1
2
h
2/H
i¯l¯
v¯l¯b¯i¯ − 1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
(x¯m¯ − am¯)b¯m¯
+
1
2
vl¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
(x¯m¯ − am¯)b¯m¯)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n ) + o(1)
By using the same method as Lemma 5.1 we have
lim
n→∞
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n
(−1
2
h
2/H
i¯j¯
v¯m¯b¯m¯ +
1
2
h
2/H
i¯l¯
v¯l¯b¯i¯ − 1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
x¯m¯b¯m¯
+
1
2
vl¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
x¯m¯b¯m¯)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n )→ 0
as n→∞. And
lim
n→∞
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n
(
1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
am¯b¯m¯ − 1
2
vl¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
am¯b¯m¯)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n )
= lim
n→∞
(−|a|)
ˆ
Σ
2
H
n
(
1
2
v¯l¯∂i¯h
2/H
i¯l¯
− 1
2
vl¯∂l¯h
2/H
i¯¯i
)dµ¯e(Σ
2
H
n )
=− |a|m.
So we get a contradiction with (48). Now we have proved Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Corollary 1.2. In Huang’s case, for q ∈ (12 , 1], by using (3), we get
the scalar curvature
R = O(r−2−2q)
where −2 − 2q < −3. So when q = 1, actually the metric used by Huang is
C41,1-AF. So we can apply Theorem 1.1 and get the radius pinching estimate
r1 ≤ Cr0
which is sufficient to prove the uniqueness through Huang’s uniqueness theorem.
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Proof of Corollary 1.3. Let (M, g) be C41,τ -AF manifold, with m > 0. By
Theorem 1, any stable CMC sphere that separates K˜ from infinity has
r1 ≤ Cr0
which implies the first and the second condition in (5). Because the genus is 0,
(9) implies the third condition in (5). So we can get the uniqueness from Nerz’s
uniqueness theorem.
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